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Hi,

My name is Lora Vassar and I am the owner of Arch Design & Remodeling, a small company in Albuquerque. I
fully support all the recommendations that have been submitted by the NMHBA. I have enclosed these
recommendations in this email below.
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Construction Industries Division      July 28, 2020 


P.O. Box 25101 


Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504 


 


Attention: Public Comments   Delivered via email to: mary.james2@state.nm.us 


 


Re:  14.7.9 NMAC – 2018 New Mexico Commercial Energy Conservation Code 


 


 


To Whom it May Concern: 


 


New Mexico Home Builders Association (NMHBA) welcomes this opportunity to provide comments on 


the final draft of the 2018 New Mexico Commercial Energy Conservation Code.  NMHBA represents 


nearly 1900 companies in the housing, commercial construction, and associated industries across the state.  


Our members have one specific concern about the proposed regulations for residential construction. 


 


The Draft code includes the requirement for expensive lighting controls that require a building engineer to 


re-program in all buildings, regardless of size, even when there are no on-site maintenance folks to 


perform the re-programming.  This means, for instance, a small daycare center could not turn the lighting 


down while children take their naps unless this had been programmed in for a specific time of day – every 


day.  And if a power outage caused the programming to be off, only an electrical engineer knowledgeable 


in that brand of light switch would be capable of re-programming the lighting.  It is unclear how these 


switches deal with Daylight Savings Time falling forward and springing back. 


 


NMHBA proposed that small buildings of 15,000 sq. ft. or less be exempted from this requirement in the 


code.  Without an explanation, this proposal was not included in the Draft document.  There is no doubt 


the upgrading of energy codes come with some increase in costs.  This particular section would continue 


to add unnecessary sizeable costs for maintaining a small building for the life of the building. 


 


NMHBA requests (again) that the proposed limitation of this section to buildings over 15,000 sq. ft. be 


included in the final adoption of the 2018 New Mexico Commercial Energy Conservation Code. 


 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


 


Jack C. Milarch 


Executive Vice President and CEO 



mailto:mary.james2@state.nm.us
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2018 IECC NM ENERGY CODE CHANGE 


 NM Code Development Committee 


Attn:  Martin Romero 


2550 Cerrillos Road 


Santa Fe, NM   87505 


Tele (505) 476-4672/Fax (505) 476-4685 


Item_________________ 
  (for staff use only) 


APPLICABLE SECTION/TABLE/FIGURE NUMBER(S)    C405.2 Lighting controls_ 


PROPONENT   Jack Milarch- New Mexico Home Builders Association  


ADDRESS ___5931 Office Blvd. NE___________________ PHONE ______505-344-7072______ 


EMAIL  ___jack@ nmhba.org__________________              FAX _____505-344-3103_____ 


    


CHECK ONE: 


 X      Change section to read as follows 


         Add new section to read as follows 


         Delete section and substitute as follows 


        Delete section without substitution 


 Line through material to be deleted Underline material to be added 


USE SEPARATE SHEETS FOR SEPARATE TOPICS 


 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 


C405.2 Lighting controls (Mandatory). In new construction in buildings with over 15,000 square feet of 


conditioned space, Llighting systems shall be provided with controls that comply with one of the following. 


1. Lighting controls as specified in Sections C405.2.1 through C405.2.6. 


2. Luminaire level lighting controls (LLLC) and lighting controls as specified in Sections C405.2.1, 


C405.2.4 and C405.2.5. The LLLC luminaire shall be independently capable of: 


2.1. Monitoring occupant activity to brighten or dim lighting when occupied or unoccupied, 


respectively. 


2.2. Monitoring ambient light, both electric light and daylight, and brighten or dim artificial light to 


maintain desired light level. 


2.3. For each control strategy, configuration and reconfiguration of performance parameters including; 


bright and dim setpoints, timeouts, dimming fade rates, sensor sensitivity adjustments, and wireless 


zoning configurations. 


Exceptions: Lighting controls are not required for the following: 


1. Areas designated as security or emergency areas that are required to be continuously lighted. 


2. Interior exit stairways, interior exit ramps and exit passageways. 


3. Emergency egress lighting that is normally off.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 


REASON(s):  It is unnecessary to put these highly technical lighting controls in small buildings where there is no 


maintenance staff on site.  Buildings of this small size are already exempted from commissioning, so there is no 


maintenance manual for anyone to reference.  If one of these units were to malfunction in a small building, the 


building owner/occupant would have to call an electrician to come repair/adjust it.  Minimum on-site call is 


usually $250, and this seems a hefty price to teach the owner/occupant how to adjust a light control. 
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Construction Industries Division      July 28, 2020 


P.O. Box 25101 


Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504 
 


Attention: Public Comments   Delivered via email to: mary.james2@state.nm.us  


 


Re:  14.7.6 NMAC – 2018 New Mexico Residential Energy Conservation Code 
 


To Whom it May Concern: 
 


New Mexico Home Builders Association (NMHBA) welcomes this opportunity to provide comments on 


the final draft of the 2018 New Mexico Residential Energy Conservation Code.  NMHBA represents 


nearly 1900 companies in the housing, commercial construction, and associated industries across the state.  


Our members have two specific concerns about the proposed regulations for residential construction. 
 


1.)  The Draft document includes a costly requirement for blower door tests and duct blast testing in 


counties where there are no people available to perform the test.  Obtaining these tests would be 


extremely difficult for many in the residential construction industry due to the shortage of companies 


available to perform these tests, make housing too expensive for many to be able to qualify for mortgages, 


and could cause delays in obtaining the final Certificate of Occupancy necessary to close on the sale of 


these new homes. 


 This past Sunday the Albuquerque Journal contained a front-page article that pointed out the 


importance of the construction industry in keeping the Gross Receipts Taxes flowing to city, county, and 


state coffers.  According to the National Association of Home Builders economic study, this requirement 


in the draft document would put the price of a new home out of the reach of 625 residents in this state 


each year that this requirement is in place.  And the typical $300,000 new home results in $1,535 in GRT 


in Albuquerque; $1,600 in Santa Fe.  That equates to close to a million dollars in GRT that would not 


flow through cities, counties, and the state each year. 
 


2.) The drafting of the "path to compliance" section in the code is horribly flawed and would make it so 


passive solar and Build-Green NM cannot be utilized any more.  It contains multiple drafting errors that 


contradict each other, making it impossible for building officials to administer this important section of 


the code. 
 


NMHBA would like the attached Code Change Proposal Forms to be given consideration and included in 


the final Residential Energy Conservation Code that is adopted in the state. 
 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Jack C. Milarch 


Executive Vice President and CEO 



mailto:mary.james2@state.nm.us
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Submit an original and one copy.  Use separate sheets for separate topics.  If required, start proposal on this sheet which will act as your cover and 


attach any additional sheets.  If voluminous supporting data is submitted, it will be maintained on file in the NM Construction Industries Division 


office for review between the hours of 9:00 am and 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday, except holidays. 


2018 IECC NM RESIDENTIAL CODE  CHANGE 


 NM Code Development Committee 


Attn:  Martin Romero 


2550 Cerrillos Road 


Santa Fe, NM   87505 


Tele (505) 476-4672/Fax (505) 476-4685 


Item_________________ 
  (for staff use only) 


APPLICABLE SECTION/TABLE/FIGURE NUMBER(S)      R401.2 Compliance  


PROPONENT   Jack Milarch – New Mexico Home Builders Association   


ADDRESS ____5931 Office Blvd. NE #1__________________ PHONE ______505-344-7072_____ 


EMAIL  ____jack@nmhba.org____              FAX _________________ 
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        Delete section without substitution 
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USE SEPARATE SHEETS FOR SEPARATE TOPICS 


 ___________________________________________________________________________________________  


14.7.6.12 


CHAPTER 4 - RESIDENTIAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY: See this Chapter of the IECC 


except for the following: 


A. R401.2 Compliance.   Delete the text of this section and replace with the following: projects 


shall comply with 401 through 404, which are mandatory provisions, and additionally comply with one of 


the following: 


1. Sections R401 through R404 (prescriptive); or 


1. 2. Documents showing 2018 IECC Code Compliance, residential provisions 


approved by CID or worksheet trade-off sheets from the New Mexico energy conservation code residential 


applications manual; or 


2. 3. Section R405 and the provisions of Sections R401 through R404 indicated as 


“mandatory”; or 


3. 4. The energy rating index (ERI) approach in Section R406; or 


4. 5. The approved sampling protocols included in Chapter 6 of the National 


Standard for Home Energy Ratings.; or 


5. 6. Code programs recognized by the state of New Mexico such as Build Green 


New Mexico or LEED-H, approved under IECC section 102.1.1, except strike the last sentence that reads: 


The requirements identified as “mandatory” in Chapter 4 shall be met.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 


REASON(s):  This section as drafted contains errors that would effectively eliminate passive solar use allowed 


under the trade-off worksheets and the Total UA Alternative path to compliance in the state.  This probably was 


not the intent, but this is the result of the drafting. 
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Submit an original and one copy.  Use separate sheets for separate topics.  If required, start proposal on this sheet which will act as your cover and 


attach any additional sheets.  If voluminous supporting data is submitted, it will be maintained on file in the NM Construction Industries Division 
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Not all sections of “401 through 404” are mandatory.  The 2018 IECC lists only the following portions as 


Mandatory: 


401.3 403.2  
403.2.2 


403.7 
 


404.1 
404.1.1 


402.4 to 402.5 403.3.3 
403.3.5 


403.8 
 


 


403.1 403.4 
403.4.1 


403.9  


 403.6 403.11  
 


Additionally, there is a conflict created by the first sentence in the draft and the last reference for LEED-H and 


BGNM in the final path to compliance to strike all of the mandatory sections.  One simply cannot be required to 


comply with all the mandatory sections AND the path that strikes all of the mandatory sections.  Neither LEED-H 


nor BGNM programs are possible if the mandatory sections are required – that’s why they are specifically deleted 


in this path to compliance. 


 


Section 402.1.5 Total UA alternative specifically spells out a formula where those seeking to include more 


windows in order to take in the mountain vistas for which New Mexico is famous may deviate from the 


prescriptive requirements of Table R402.1.2.  This method is also utilized when remodeling portions of historic 


adobe structures.  This section is not mandatory, yet the drafting would make it so.  It is impossible to require 


strict adherence to Table R402.1.2 and execute the intent of Section R402.1.5. 


 


The whole purpose for including the Energy and Minerals’ energy conservation code residential applications 


manual trade-off worksheets as a path to compliance is to allow designers to calculate alternatives that would 


allow trombe walls and other features necessary to take advantage of passive solar for which our state is well 


known.  There are many small developments with nothing but solar passive homes.  Windows cannot have the 


SHGC factor that requires more surfaces to reflect sunlight out of the building as required on Table R402.1.2 for 


passive solar, as the entire intent is to allow as much sun as possible to enter in through the windows to heat the 


trombe walls and other heat sinks.  Requirement for strict adherence to Table R402.1.2 would make it impossible 


to build or remodel passive solar homes. 
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2018 IECC NM RESIDENTIAL CODE  CHANGE 


 NM Code Development Committee 


Attn:  Martin Romero 
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 ___________________________________________________________________________________________  


C. R402.4.1 Building thermal envelope.  Amending to read as follows: The building thermal 


envelope shall comply with Sections R402.4.1.1 and R402.4.1.3 with optional compliance of R402.4.1.2 by all 


counties not mentioned in subsection F below. 


 


F. R402.4.1.4 Based on census. Add new section to read as follows: Based on census rural urban mapping the 


following areas will be required to comply with R402.4.1, R402.4.1.2 Testing and R403.3.3 Duct testing: San 


Juan County, Sandoval County, Santa Fe County, Bernalillo County, Torrance County, and Dona County.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 


REASON(s):  There are two reasons for deleting references to county-based requirements for blower door tests, 


and a separate reason for deleting the reference to duct blast testing in Section F. 


 


First, the drafting of the language for Section F is unclear on many levels: “Based on census rural urban mapping” 


is extremely vague for regulations that are legally binding on the construction industry, municipalities and state 


inspectors.  What “rural urban mapping”?  This is not defined in the draft document, nor is it added as a reference 


document or standard.  What is “rural urban”?  This is an oxymoron as populations are designated by the U.S. 


Census Bureau as either rural or urban.  Which “census”?  The 2010, or the 2020 that is not yet completed?  What 


map?  What level of population is being used as the cutoff for these requirements?  By what standards would 


Torrance County with its population just over 16,000 be designated as urban? 


 


It has already been demonstrated by the extensive re-writing of the Climate Zones for the past 20 years that 


dividing New Mexico by its vast counties is not an effective division.  For instance, Sandoval County includes the 
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moderately affluent City of Rio Rancho, but also the near-poverty level communities of Cuba and Jemez Springs.  


There is more rural area to Sandoval County than urban. 


 


The second reason Section F should be deleted is the lack of raters outside of the cities of Santa Fe and 


Albuquerque.  There are only seven HERS raters in the entire state. (See the attached screen print of HERS raters)  


There are no raters in Las Cruces or Doña Ana County, even though that is the second-largest population area in 


the state.  There is no Effective Date stated in the draft document.  Even if this requirement were to become 


effective on July 1, 2021, there is no guarantee that a rater will set up shop in Las Cruces, nor that additional raters 


will enter the market.  It takes an estimated $50,000 to purchase the necessary equipment, get trained, and form an 


“upline” arrangement with a verifier to become certified to perform these ratings.  This is precisely why the state 


and municipalities have never had any of their staff seek to become certified raters.  And without a state registry 


of qualified raters, this requirement may open the door to scammers are not qualified and submit fake documents 


to building officials across the state.  Only the cities of Santa Fe and Albuquerque require blower door tests today.  


Santa Fe County is in CID-inspected territory.  Which staff will become available to review the blower door 


reports or determine the qualifications of the person submitting the reports? 


 


What will be the process for granting the necessary variances to each home that cannot obtain the services of a 


qualified rater?  The delays in getting these variances will certainly cause problems as builders can’t get their final 


payment until the home has been declared complete and the Certificate of Occupancy is issued.  Has anyone 


performed a study to determine how many new homes will be delayed by this process?  Home construction is 


designated as an “Essential Business” in the state by the Governor.  This requirement will effectively slow the 


entire process down, and therefore slow down the economy of each community listed in Section F.  What is the 


economic development cost of Section F? 


 


Finally, the reference to Duct blast testing in Section F is in direct conflict with Section I - R403.3 Duct Testing, 


which includes the mandatory use of the duct sealing visual inspection checklist.  It is doubtful the drafters 


intended to make duct blast tests a requirement only in the listed counties. 


I. R403.3.3 Duct testing (Mandatory). Add the following Exception: (3.) Duct sealing shall be 


considered in compliance with R403.3.3 when field, verified by either the builder, a code official, or an 


energy rater using the state of New Mexico duct sealing visual inspection checklist. 


 


 








As an industry association, NMHBA uses their experience, dialogues with a large segment of statewide members both rural and urban, and worked thoughtfully and thoroughly through these documents.

I urge you to please adopt recommendations as they are written.


Thank you for taking public comments,

Lora Vassar
Lora@ArchDesignNM.com
(505) 344-0002






